
Let‘s take an advantage of the giant potential of 

Vrchbělá cleverly and at the same time with respect to 

nature!  



 

Landscape and 

mushroom gem of 

Mácha‘s region…  



…the 

nesting site 

of several 

pairs of rare 

and 

mysterious 

Caprimulgu

s europaeus 

formerly 

called 

„kozodoj“  



The richest Czech locality of Europe-protected,  

in the Czech Republic critically endangered 

Phengaris arion.  



The richest 

central Bohemian 

locality of orchid 

Anacamptis 

morio – one of 

the last locations 

in northern and 

central Bohemia  



But also the place 

of interesting, 

critically 

endangered 

Botrychium ferns, 

medicinal herb 

Arnica montana 

or rare rock plant 

Antennaria dioica.  



Will Vrchbělá become one of the first 

Butterfly Kingdom in Czech Republic? 

Commented walks into nature as well as in Šumava?  



 



…or in 

Milovice – Mladá… 



…for attractive big 

ungulate animals 

such as a wild 

horse, bison or 

aurochs? 



 

Before the arrival of man, the nature of Vrchbělá 

was formed by big herbivores into the form of 

some Central European savanna…  



…together  with occasional fires.  



 

But a man exterminated the aurochs, bisons, 

wild horses and fire in the nature. However, 

in the Ralsko military area, the army has 

begun to replace this role and that is why 

there still lives and grows what has already 

died out elsewhere.  
 

Oxen and horses hoofs = tank treads 

Natural fires = fire from ammunition explosions  

Watering places of herbivores = drawn rails 

from military trucks  

Vegetation grazing = riding and burning  

 



Therefore, the occasional 

rides of the tracking 

technique do not have to 

be detrimental on nature 

but the opposite… 



 

Eastern Bohemia 

 

European significant 

locality and natural 

monument  Na 

Plachtě in Hradci 

Králové 



South Moravia 

 

The military exercise area 

Pánov in Hodonín, or 

Načeratický hill in Znojmo  

– the same situation. 



This can be 

used under 

certain 

circumstances 

for organizing 

of some 

occasional, 

interesting 

events for the 

public…  



…but it is also 

possible to start 

renting the area to the 

filmmakers for a lot of 

money. Not only for 

filming the war films  

– such as in Milovic  



Where has it been 

working well for 

years?  



The Bird Park Joseph‘s meadows and 

the following military area  



Welcoming the bird singing 

An event for the public in the daytime  



And at night! 



 



Dozens of school excursions…  



…summer and suburban camps…  



 

…filmmakers, journalists, bus tours and individual visitors. 



 

Milovice – the 

romance of wild 

horses is very 

popular.  



 

Milovice – Mladá 

 

Experience programs  



…i v noci! 

5,000 visitors 

per action!  



 
Military area in 

Zahorie PLA in 

western Slovakia:  

 

14,000 visitors 

from all over the 

world at one 

event!  



 

Pístov wetlands in Jihlava – the former 

military area Rančířov – Pístov. The 

protection of amphibians and tadpoles 

(that also live in Vrchbělá) with the help of 

off-road cars!  

Triops cancriformis – a critically endangered species 

existentially bound by shallow, mowed pools  



 

Many amphibians are satisfied with the creation and restoration 

of the biotope by off-road cars   



 



 

The use of media during the education of 

laic public – internet, newspapers, radio, TV  



 

The desirable impact of off-road cars  

– pulling the divots out and revealing the 

earth‘s surface  



 

The desirable impact of off-roads  

– restoration of shallow pools  



 

The comparative images – a disruption by off-road cars 

and a spontaneous regeneration of nature  



 

The comparative images – a disruption by off-road cars 

and a spontaneous regeneration of nature  



 

A mutual agreement on the specific conditions of running the 

off-roads  



 

Off-road technique is not a threat but it is an unused 

potential in the protection of nature! We do not 

encourage people to use the off-road cars illegally in 

nature. 



 

So, there is a recapitulation – there are some 

possible variants of use that local people 

themselves should decide on The classical 

ways of nature care preferably combined 

with wild horses and bisons care are entirely 

sufficient to maintain the local unique 

nature. Whether the town of Bělá wants to 

use the area for commercial activities, we 

recommend focusing on the following 

points:  



Variants suitable for man and nature:  
 

a) The current situation that means a 

maintenance with the use of light and 

sometimes heavy mechanization 

(alternatively: goats, sheep, donkeys, 

horses, lamas,…). The care is paid by 

agricultural or conservation subsidies.  
 

b) Maintenance with the use of wild horses 

or bisons + guiding services and events 

for the public. 



c) Renting it to the filmmakers or fans of 

military equipment, tractors, gladiatorial 

games, field sport events, off-roads, … - 

mostly out of the nesting time and under 

some clear rules so we could avoid to 

damage this unique nature. From the point 

of view of the financial income for the town 

of Bělá, making the use of a sport complex 

Vrchbělá bigger and more attractive and 

from the point of view of nature protection 

the combination of all the above possibilities 

is the best.  



 

Variants that irreversible damage the local unique 

nature and that especially State nature 

protection will try to prevent:  
 

a) Becoming spontaneously overgrown  

b) Intentional afforestation   

c) Conversion into maize fields or poplar 

plantations  

d) Building houses, warehouses, production sites, 

photovoltaics, …  

e) Dredging and water flooding – e.g. in an attempt 

to build lakes for fish farming here 

f) Golf course (golf lawn that is cut many times per 

year is the biological desert)  



  Thank you for 
your attention!  

Small or big donations to support the care and rescue of Vrchbělá will be 

welcomed on the account of the public collection of the Organic Service 

Organization No. 2001032353/2010, variable symbol 103, please, write 

“Vrchbělá” to the note. If you are interested in who has been actively taking 

care of nature in Vrchbělá for many years, please, continue browsing this 

presentation.           Translated by Martina Picková 
 


